A simple model for two-dimensional photonic crystal devices consists of finite number of possibly different circular cylinders centered on lattice points of a square or triangular lattice and surrounded by a homogeneous or layered background medium. The Dirichlet-to-Neumann (DtN) map method is a special method for analyzing the scattering of an incident wave by such a structure. It is more efficient than existing numerical or semi-analytic methods, such as the finite element method and the multipole method, since it takes advantage of the underlying lattice structure and the simple geometry of the unit cells. The DtN map of a unit cell is a relation between a wave field component and its normal derivative on the cell boundary, and it can be used to avoid further computation inside the unit cell. In this paper, an improved DtN map method is developed by constructing special DtN maps for boundary and corner unit cells using the method of fictitious sources.
Introduction
In recent years, many photonic components and devices have been developed using photonic crystals (PhCs) to take advantage of the bandgap effect and unusual dispersion properties [1] . Although the principle of many devices can be illustrated by relatively simple designs obtained from physical intuitions or simple models, practical applications often require a systematic optimization based on rigorous numerical simulations. Due to the intentionally introduced defects, a PhC device is usually not periodic. Unlike band structure calculations that are performed on a unit cell, the propagation of light in a PhC device gives rise to a large boundary value problem involving many unit cells. Efficient and accurate numerical methods are needed to speed up the design and optimization process.
As a model for PhC devices, we consider ideal two-dimensional (2D) structures with a finite number of circular cylinders (dielectric rods or air holes) centered on lattice points of a square or triangular lattice, where the cylinders at different locations can have different radii and different refractive indices. The medium outside the cylinders is homogeneous or layered (where each layer is homogeneous). To analyze the scattering of a given incident wave by such a multi-cylinder lattice structure, numerical or semi-analytic methods are needed. The finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method [2] is extremely versatile and widely used, but it often requires long computation time, since a small mesh size is needed to resolve material interfaces where the index-contrast is often high, and a small time step is needed to maintain numerical stability. The finite element method (FEM) [3] is also very general, but it leads to large linear systems that are relatively expensive to solve. In the frequency domain, it is possible to develop more efficient computational methods by taking advantage of the geometric features. The multipole method (also called multipole expansion method, cylindrical wave expansion method, scattering-matrix method, multiple-scattering method) [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] is quite popular, it solves a system of equations for the coefficients of local cylindrical wave expansions around each cylinder, and it is usually more efficient than the general FDTD and FEM methods. The multipole method has been extended to multi-cylinder structures with a layered background medium involving one or more planar interfaces [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] , but it becomes relatively complicated for these cases.
The Dirichlet-to-Neumann (DtN) map method [16] [17] [18] is a recently developed method for analyzing 2D PhC devices. It uses a cylindrical wave expansion in each unit cell to establish a relation (the so-called DtN map) between the wave field and its normal derivative on the cell boundary, then solves the wave fields on the boundaries of the unit cells only. The method presented in [16] deals with PhC devices connected by a few waveguides (as input and output ports) in an infinite background PhC. In particular, it makes use of rigorous boundary conditions to terminate semi-infinite PhC waveguides and obtain a finite computational domain. Compared with the multipole method, the DtN map method has the advantage of producing sparse and better-conditioned linear systems that are much easier to solve. The DtN map method can also be used to analyze PhC devices involving finite number of cylinders, but a different domain truncation technique is needed. The approach used in [18] is to surround the cylinders by one layer of empty unit cells and construct special DtN maps for the boundary and corner unit cells using expansions in plane waves.
In this paper, we present an improved DtN map method for PhC devices or any general 2D multi-cylinder lattice structures with a finite number of circular cylinders. The DtN maps constructed using plane waves [18] seem to have limited accuracy. We construct more accurate DtN maps for boundary and corner unit cells based on the method of fictitious sources [19] , and illustrate the DtN map method using a number of examples including a structure with a layered background.
The DtN map method
For 2D structures that are invariant in the z direction, if the electromagnetic field is also independent of z, then it can be decomposed as the E and H polarizations. For the E polarization, the z component of the electric field, denoted by u in this paper, satisfies the Helmholtz equation
where r = (x, y), k 0 is the free space wavenumber, and n(r) is the refractive index function. The time dependence is assumed to be e −iωt for an angular frequency ω. For the H polarization, the governing equation is
where u is the z component of the magnetic field. For a multi-cylinder structure involving a finite number of non-overlapping circular cylinders surrounded by a homogeneous medium with a refractive index n 0 , a standard problem is to calculate the scattered wave u (s) for a given incident wave u (i) , such that the total field u = u
Typically, the incident wave is a plane wave given by
with a wave vector (α 0 , β 0 ) satisfying α . The basic idea of the DtN map method is to take advantage of the many identical unit cells by computing the DtN maps of the unit cells. The DtN map of a unit cell is an operator that maps the wave field to its normal derivative on the cell boundary. The method was first proposed for computing transmission and reflection spectra of finite number of arrays of cylinders [20] , and it has been used to analyze many different PhC structures [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] . For 2D PhC devices in an infinite PhC with a few waveguides (as input and output ports) extending to infinity, a rigorous boundary condition for terminating PhC waveguides was developed [16] . If a device is embedded in a finite PhC and surrounded by a homogeneous or layered medium, a different domain truncation technique is needed. One approach is to truncate the domain by including only one layer of empty unit cells in the surrounding homogeneous media, and use special DtN maps for the boundary and corner unit cells. In [18] , the boundary and corner DtN maps are constructed using plane waves, but the accuracy is limited. In the following, we construct new DtN maps for the boundary and corner unit cells based on the method of fictitious sources and show improved accuracy in numerical examples.
To illustrate the DtN map method for finite multi-cylinder lattice structures, we consider an example shown in Fig. 1(a) . The structure consists of N = 10 identical cylinders, and the centers of these cylinders are lattice points of a square lattice with lattice constant a. In the DtN map method, the xy plane is truncated to a rectangular region containing 6 × 5 unit cells as shown in Fig. 2 . If the lower-left corner is (x 0 , y 0 ), then the unit cell Ω jk is the square given by x j−1 < x < x j and y k−1 < y < y k , where x j = x 0 + ja, y k = y 0 + ka, etc. We use v jk and h jk to denote u on vertical and horizontal edges, respectively. More precisely, v jk = u(x j , y) for y k−1 < y < y k and h jk = u(x, y k ) for x j−1 < x < x j .
For an interior unit cell
where ∂ x v jk denotes ∂ x u evaluated on the same edge as v jk , etc. For the boundary and corner unit cells, the DtN maps are defined for the scattered field u (s) and they do not involve the edges on the boundary of the truncated domain. Therefore, the DtN map of a boundary unit cell involves three interior edges. For example, the DtN map Λ 21 of the boundary unit cell
The truncated domain and unit cells for Example 1 shown in Fig. 1(a) .
The DtN map of a corner unit cell (Ω 11 , Ω 61 , Ω 15 or Ω 65 in Fig. 2 ) involves only two interior edges. For Ω 11 , its DtN map Λ 11 satisfies
In the discrete case, if each edge of the interior unit cells is sampled by p points and each edge in the boundary layer is sampled by p 0 points, then the interior, boundary and corner DtN maps are approximated by (4p) × (4p), (p + 2p 0 ) × (p + 2p 0 ) and (2p 0 ) × (2p 0 ) matrices, respectively. We note that p 0 may be different from p. Based on the DtN maps, we can set up a system of equations for all interior edges [18] . For each interior edge, an equation is obtained by equating the normal derivative (x or y derivative for a vertical or horizontal edge, respectively) of the wave field evaluated by the DtN maps of the two neighboring unit cells. The system is for the total field on the edges of the interior unit cells and the scattered field on the edges in the boundary layer. Therefore, we need to substitute u (s) by u − u (i) on one edge in the DtN map of a boundary unit cell.
For Ω 21 , we need to replace h 
21 . The final system is sparse, since each equation involves at most seven edges of two neighboring unit cells. This is a favorable feature of the DtN map method. In the multipole method, the linear system of equations has a dense coefficient matrix [6, 9] .
Construction of DtN maps
For an interior unit cell, the DtN map can be easily constructed by expanding the wave field in cylindrical waves [20] . For boundary and corner unit cells, plane waves have been used to construct the DtN maps [18] , but the accuracy seems to be limited. In the following, we use the method of fictitious sources [19] to construct the DtN maps. Consider a unit cell Ω (b) in the top boundary layer, we approximate the scattered wave u (s) in Ω (b) by the wave field generated by p + 2p 0 point sources located below the unit cell with unknown coefficients, where p and p 0 are positive integers. If the sources are located at s j for 1 ≤ j ≤ p + 2p 0 , then
Next, we choose p 0 , p and p 0 points on the left, lower and right edges of Ω (b) respectively, and evaluate u (s) and its normal derivative at these points by (7) . The DtN map of Ω (b) is then obtained by eliminating the coefficients c j (1 ≤ j ≤ p + 2p 0 ). Notice that the approximate DtN map satisfies (5) at these p + 2p 0 points exactly for u (s) given in (7).
The key question is how to distribute the point sources. An optimal distribution is difficult to define, is perhaps solution-dependent, and is not necessary for our purpose. Instead, we simply choose a curve below the unit cell Ω (b) and distribute the sources uniformly on it.
We consider three cases as shown in Fig. 3(a-c) , where the curves are a horizontal line, a U-shaped curve and a V -shaped curve, respectively. Even for these simple curves, we need to choose geometric parameters such as the vertical distance to the unit cell, the length of the horizontal line, the width and height of the U-curve, the length and the angle of the V -curve. Our choice for these geometric parameters are depicted in Fig. 3 . To find these parameters, we minimize the maximum relative errors of the normal derivatives computed by the DtN map for some testing functions. In a coordinate system where the center of Ω (b) is the origin, we choose testing functions as multipoles located below the unit cell, that is,
where t is the center of the multipole, m is its order, and θ(r − t) is the polar angle of r − t.
To compare the three different constructions, we show the maximum relative errors on the three edges of Ω (b) for a few testing functions and for p = 11 and p 0 = 9. The results are listed in Table 1 . It is observed that the DtN map constructed from the U-curve has the highest overall accuracy. Comparing with the DtN map constructed using plane waves [18] for which the relative error is about 10 −3 for the two zeroth order testing functions, these new boundary DtN maps are clearly more accurate.
The DtN map of a corner unit cell Ω (c) can be constructed similarly by the method of fictitious sources. We approximate the scattered field in Ω (c) by a sum of 2p 0 sources located at s j for 1 ≤ j ≤ 2p 0 , i.e.,
then evaluate u (s) and its normal derivative on the two interior edges of Ω (c) , and finally find the DtN map by eliminating the coefficients c j (1 ≤ j ≤ 2p 0 ). The sources are located on a line as shown in Fig. 3(d) when Ω (c) is the top-right corner unit cell. Table 1 . Maximum relative errors of normal derivatives of test functions on the edges of a boundary unit cell, where m and t are the order and the center of the multipole testing function given in (8).
Numerical examples
To illustrate the performance of the improved DtN map method, we consider two examples. The first example consists of N = 10 identical cylinders as shown in Fig. 1(a) . The centers of these cylinders are lattice points of a square lattice with lattice constant a. The refractive index and the radius of the cylinders are n = 2 and R = 0.3a, respectively. The surrounding medium is air (thus n 0 = 1). The incident wave is a plane wave with a wave vector forming a 45
• with the y axis, that is
The problem is considered for the E polarization and a free space wavelength λ = 1.25a (i.e., k 0 = 1.6π/a). In particular, we calculate the scattered wave at (a, 2a), i.e., point A in Fig. 1(a) . In Table 2 , we list the numerical solutions obtained by the improved and original DtN map methods (denoted by DtN(i) and DtN(o), respectively), using the truncated domain shown in Fig. 2 . For the improved method, the DtN maps of the boundary unit cells are constructed by fictitious sources distributed on the U-curve, and the results are given for a few values of p and a fixed p 0 = 9. For the original method, we use the parameter α * = 5k 0 n 0 for truncating plane wave expansions in the construction of boundary and corner DtN maps [18] . To validate the improved DtN map method, we also solve this problem by the multipole method and a second order FEM with triangular elements. The multipole method gives rise to a dense linear system for (2m * + 1)N expansion coefficients, where m * is the truncation order and N is the total number of cylinders. A brief summary of the multipole method is given in the Appendix. In Table 2 Table 2 , it is clear that the improved DtN map method is more accurate than the original method. In particular, the most accurate solution of the improved DtN map method is obtained with p = 12.
The second example consists of N = 13 cylinders in a row as shown in Fig. 1(b) . The cylinders are assumed to have the same refractive index (n = 2) and the same radius (R = 0.3a) as in the first example, where a is the center-to-center distance between nearby cylinders. The surrounding medium and the incident wave are also identical to those of the first example. For this problem, we calculate the scattered wave at (0.5a, a), i.e., point B in Fig. 1(b) , for the E polarization. For the DtN map methods, we surround the 13 cylinders by a layer of empty unit cells, thus the truncated domain is a rectangular region with 15×3 unit cells. The numerical solutions are listed in Table 3 Table 3 are obtained for a fixed p 0 = 7 and different values of p. Although the accuracy is still somewhat limited, it is clear that the improved DtN map method gives more accurate results than the original method.
Cylinders embedded in a slab
While the multipole method was originally developed for a set of cylinders in a homogeneous medium, it has been extended to cases where the background is a layered medium with one or more planar interfaces [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . In these cases, the method becomes quite complicated, since it is necessary to consider the plane-wave spectra of cylindrical waves, to analyze the transmission and reflection of cylindrical waves by planar interfaces, and to take care of the multiple scattering between all planar interfaces and cylinders. A generalized method of images was introduced in [14] to simplify the problem, but it has its own limitations related to the convergence of a Fourier series in the complex plane. On the other hand, the DtN map method can be used to analyze structures with a layered background without any difficulty.
To illustrate the DtN map method, we consider the structure shown in Fig. 4 . It is a Fig. 4 . A dielectric slab with ten holes forming a rectangular loop.
dielectric slab with 10 air holes arranged as a rectangular loop. The refractive index of the slab is n 1 = 1.5, the thickness of the slab is 3a, and the centers of the holes are located at some lattice points of a square lattice with lattice constant a. The medium above and below the slab is air (n 0 = 1). As before, we consider an incident plane wave given by Eq. (3) for free space wavenumber k 0 = 1.6π/a. For such a problem with a layered background, the scattered field u (s) should be defined such that the total field is
where u * is the solution excited by the incident wave for the slab without the holes. More precisely, we have
where
The unknown coefficients R, T , C 1 and C 2 , where R and T are the reflection and transmission coefficients, can be determined from the continuity conditions of u * and ∂ y u * on the boundaries of the slab. To use the DtN map method, we truncate the xy plane to a (6a) × (5a) rectangle, similar to the one shown in Fig. 2 . The rectangle consists of 30 square unit cells of size a × a. They include homogeneous unit cells of refractive index n 1 or n 0 , and unit cells with a circular air hole. The corner unit cells and boundary unit cells in the top and bottom rows have refractive index n 0 , and the left and right boundary unit cells in the slab have refractive index n 1 . The DtN maps of all these unit cells can be constructed by the method described in section 3. In particular, the boundary DtN maps are constructed using the U-curve source distribution. For all corner and boundary unit cells, the DtN maps are developed for the scattered wave. Based on these DtN maps, we can set up a system of equations for u or u Table 4 , we observe that the relative errors of the solutions obtained by the DtN map method are less than 0.0005 for all p satisfying 9 ≤ p ≤ 15. Same as in the first example in section 4, the most accurate DtN map solution is obtained with p = 12.
The numerical results in section 4 and this section are given for the E polarization only. The method is certainly applicable to the H polarization. The difference is mainly in the construction of DtN maps for interior unit cells. We concentrate on the E polarization, since the main purpose of this work is to reduce the error in the boundary and corner unit cells.
For the H polarization, accurate DtN maps for interior unit cells can be easily constructed, see for example [26] .
Conclusions
In this paper, we developed an improved DtN map method for two-dimensional structures involving finite number of possibly different circular cylinders centered on lattice points of a square lattice. The DtN map method was first proposed for PhC devices in an infinite background PhC [16, 17] and latter extended to PhC devices in a finite PhC based on special DtN maps for boundary and corner unit cells [18] . The improved DtN map method developed in this paper uses the method of fictitious sources to construct the DtN maps for the boundary and corner unit cells, and produces more accurate solutions. We also extend the DtN map method to structures where the cylinders are surrounded by a multilayer medium.
For structures concerned here, general numerical methods such as the finite element method are certainly applicable, but the multipole method [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] is more competitive. The multipole method produces a linear system with a dense coefficient matrix. The DtN map method gives a linear system of similar size, but the coefficient matrix is sparse. Moreover, the extension of the multipole method to structures with a layered background is somewhat complicated [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] , but the same extension of the DtN map method requires very little modification. Of course, the multipole method is applicable to arbitrary configurations of the cylinders, while the DtN map method requires that the centers of the cylinders coincide with lattice points of a lattice. Nevertheless, for applications in modeling PhC devices, a natural lattice structure exists and the DtN map method can be highly useful.
